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Care Instructions
for Your Purchase

Elaine Smith Pillows
General Cleaning
The best way to keep the beauty of Elaine Smith pillows enduring is to
maintain them regularly. Brush off dirt as soon as it appears, shake off
excess raindrops after a shower, and wipe up spills immediately. For
seasonal cleaning, you may unzip the cushion covers, machine wash
them in cold water with a mild detergent, and then allow them to air dry.
Spot Cleaning
Should dirt or a stain appear to take root, spot cleaning will remove
it. Simply apply a light mist of a gentle cleaning solution to the area
and work it into the fabric fibers gently using a sponge or very soft
brush. Rinse the spot thoroughly to remove soap residue, blot excess
moisture, and allow to air dry. Repeat these steps as necessary to
thoroughly remove more stubborn stains.
Heavy Cleaning
Though Elaine Smith uses fabrics that resist mildew, it can sometimes
grow on any dirt or foreign substances that become enmeshed in the
fibers. To clean mildew and its residual stains, follow the spot removal
steps using a cleaning solution of 1 cup of bleach and ¼ cup of a
mild liquid soap per gallon of clean water. For severe stains, you may
increase the bleach quantity.
Professional Cleaning
Before contracting a professional cleaner, speak to them about their
knowledge of fabrics treated for outdoor use and the special care that
needs to be taken with them. The fabrics are not dry-cleanable and
should never be steam cleaned at a high temperature. Should wrinkling
appear after cleaning, use an iron set on a synthetic setting that does
not exceed 100°F. Test the iron on an inconspicuous area before using
on the entire piece.
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